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Challenges

• Are not disadvantages

• Understanding and overcoming them are your biggest advantages
Dealing with Challenges

• Understand needs and challenges

• Develop/provide/use tools to succeed
Examples of key challenges

• Getting back on the policy agenda

• Rik perception and communication

• Evolution of OH:
  - Process to Product
  - Output to Outcome

• Skills gaps
Examples of Tools 1

• Leading indicators
  o Exposure Control Indictors (ECIs) or
  o Ill health Prevention and Performance Indicators (IPPI)
Examples of Tools 2

- Risk communication: principles, techniques and tools
Examples of Tools 3

• Innovative IIT
  o LOcHER
Examples of Tools 4

• Process to Product types
• Output to Outcome types
Examples of Tools 5

• Failure minimisation controls
Discussion

Should we spend a lot of our valuable time doing personal air sampling surveys?
Discussion

Should our skills include basic engineering?